Extracting a difficult tooth?
Did you break off the root tip in the bottom of the socket?
Is it too late to call the Oral Surgeon?
Don’t spend thousands of dollars on expensive root removal kits!
Retrieve root tips in MINUTES, and save your production for the rest of the day!

The Root Tip Remover is a finger instrument that will allow you to retrieve root tips without causing substantial or unneeded trauma to the surrounding hard and soft tissues. Allowing for increased healing time, and a more predictable end result. The crisscross design allows the doctor to turn the cylindrical finger grip without tearing their gloves, while maintaining enough grip to screw the Root Tip Remover down into the remaining root tip for retrieval.

The Root Tip Remover will also be useful when a tooth is decayed past the gumline / boneline. This oral surgery instrument will allow you to pass through the soft decay/caries, and allow access to the root tip. The fine radial point with cutting edges will allow any doctor to insert the fine point into the finest root canal for removal. Once the instrument is screwed/moved down into the dentin and anchored you will have enough leverage to sever the periodontal ligament along with the pulpal nerve tissue. This will allow you to retrieve the root tip, quickly and efficiently. You will be able to retrieve root tips that would be impossible to extract without removing important supportive bone and tissues in the area with the instruments you are currently using.

The Root Tip Remover is a key instrument in bone management! It allows you to keep the bone intact on the Ridge. This is vital for predictable implant integration, and Ridge preservation!

Order your root tip removers today!
(Click on product number below to add to your online basket.)

4363. Short Titanium ................................................................. $180.00
4364. Long Titanium ............................................................... $180.00
4365. Set of 1 Short & 1 Long Titanium ................................. $300.00
6164 Root Tip Remover Titanium Extended Reach ............. $180.00
6165 Root Tip Remover Titanium Feline/Small ................. $180.00
6166 Root Tip Remover Titanium Medium ...................... $180.00
6167 Root Tip Remover Titanium Set of 5 ....................... $695.00
6169 Root Tip Remover Titanium Set of 2 Med/Feline ....... $325.00
6168 Root Tip Remover Titanium Set of 3 ....................... $450.00
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